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1. Abstract"

Authors like D. CAMPBELL [1], J.GUCKENHEIMER, P.HOLMES [4], H. HAKEN [6],
H-O.PEITGEN, H.JURGENS, D.SAUPEI9] and many others told, that various
solutions of nonlinear dynamical systems (like stationary points or inner cycles e.g.) can
change their stability behavior, as soon as certain system parameters are modified
appropriately. Caused by these so called bifurcations very often the topology of the
original structure may be changed significantly. Similar effects in connection with linear
structures could not be observed so far. But for specific spacetime transformations of
linear structures similar phenomena will become existent too.

Changes in stability behavior of linear structures due to transformations in spacetime
will be the subject of this article. The investigations are motivated:

Because it is of main interest to realize that structural instabilities can happen
even for linear structures and to understand the reasons for such a behavior.

Because such insights may be helpful in observations of cosmic events that
occurred under completely different spacetime conditions.

2. Introrluct,lon.

We start with the general class of dynamical systems, which mathematically can be

described by:

du(t)/dr : f(u(t),r) <= (u € R3 , f(u,t) q R3xR).

Thiskindofphysicalsystemsrelatethechangeintime(t)ofavector(U)toanon-
linear function ( f ) that depends on ( t ) and ( U ) as well. But for our further
investigations it's enough to specialize on the group of autonomous systems:

dU(t)/dt = f(u(t)),

where the general function ( f ) is no more explicitly dependent on ( t ).
From an autonomous system's dynamical equation with specific starting-conditions

a sequence of system_states can be obtained. These states can be represented as points
in a space appropriately related to the system and afterwards connected by curves
named orbits or trajectories. Trajectories according to various starting-conditions build
up a solution_structure for the appropriate development-equation. It has to be noted
that these structures of autonomous systems are constant in time.

In connection with a dynamical structure we are interested especially in its
characteristic components like e.g. critical points or closed curves and what their
stabilities under various system_conditions are concerned. An important class of
solutions for:

du(t)/dt = f(u(r))

are equilibrium or steady_state solutions represented by single points in the states-
space associated with the dynamical system, they correspond to critical points in the
field(f).Asteady_statesolution(Uo)cannotbereachedby(U(t))inafinitetime,so
it is isolated from the rest of the structure. If orbits ( U(t) ) passing through points in the
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neighborhood of ( Uo ) and remain close to it for ( t--*m ), then ( Uo ) is called stable,
otherwise it is called unstable. Example of stable or instable fixed_points are:
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Forsmalldeviations(X)fromthefixed_point(Us)thefield(f(U))canbedeveloped
into a TAYLOR_series and stopped after the linear term:

u - uo+X.+ f(x) = lat!ö/aXdx+... = Pd]!,

- with ( F ) as JACOBT_matrix - and thus the development_equation becomes:

dX = lpdx.

Saddles, nodes (sources or sinks), foci, star_shaped nodes, inflected nodes as isolated
points in a structure have JACOBIANs ( F ) with eigenvalues ( X ):

Re(\) + 0,

and the HARTMAN-GROBMAN theorem:

If the JACOBIAN has no eigenvalues with zero real part, then the family of
trajectories near the singular point of a nonlinear system and those of a locally
linearized system have same topological structure, which means in a
neighborhood of the isolated point there exists a homeomorphic mapping which
maps trajectories of the nonlinear system into trajectories of the linear system,

becomes applicable for them.
Another class of solutions for:

du(r)/dr = f(u(t))

are of periodic character, like:

U'(t+T) = U'(t)

with time_period ( T ).Periodic solutions of dynamical systems represent closed orbits of
their trajectory_structures. If no other closed path exists near a close orbit, the orbit is
called a limit_cycle. If all nearby paths approach the cycle for ( t--m ) it is stable,
otherwise it is unstable. Specific examples for both types are:

The following maybe helpful to understand, why closed curves are solutions for our
system_ equations.

du(t)/dt = a(t)u'(t).

-zhr/ /--:\'
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If the function ( "(t) ) 
remains unchanged after period ( T )t

a(t+nT)-a"(t)=a(t),
then ( a(t) ) must be a periodic function and we may further obtain:

[dU'(t+T)/dt = a(t)U'(t+T)] , [dU'(t+nT)/dt : a(t)U'(t+nT)].

This leads to:

U'(t+T) = KU(t), U'(t+nT) = K"U'(t),

with ( n ) as a constant factor. The last equation can be solved by an onset:

U(t) = e"W(t)

which results in:

ex'*t)w(t+T) = ne\tw(t)
eMw(t+T) - Kw(t)

e^t=K
w(t+T) = w(t).

and shows ( W(t) ) * tfunctionwith period ( T ) and:

U(t) _ e"W(t).

as the general expression for a closed paths. A center in the nonlinear system satisfies:

Re(X) _ 0.

Despite HARTMAN-GROBMAN theorem is no more applicable, a restrained mapping
between structures of nonlinear into linear systems is still possible. Although such
mappings may result in significant changes of the structure, certain properties will still
be preserved. For instance singular points will again be mapped into singular points and
closed curves into closed curves. Thus we can be sure, that a center from a nonlinear
orbit_structure will also become a center in its linear homäomorphic structure.

In order to get a quick insight to the subsequent formalism, a list of terms and
definitions will be anticipated:

Small underlined letters symbolize vectors in spacetime.

Underlined capital-letters symbolize space-related vectors.

Double-printed capital-letters symbolize (2'2) 
-matrices.

Small latin letters used as indices will range 1---+3.

Small greek letters used as indices will range 0-+3.

Large latin capital-letters used as indices will be valued 1V2V3.

EINSTEIN's convention is valid: Over indices appearing more than once

in a term will be summed up.

Value of speed of light.

Tensor of metrics at position x in spacetime.

F X,U

F X,Q

F P,Q

F ä,i

F €'s

F A,I

Fx\

Fc
F s"n(x)
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3. Transforming Orbit_Structures between Inertial_Frames.

Inertial_frames are tied to geodetic_lines in a flat spacetime, they move uniformly on
straight lines. For observations of succeeding events from two such frames {xp} and {yq}
moving relatively against each other with a constant velocity of:

V = {v"}
LoRENTZ_transformations (see for example R.D'INVERNO [7] or C.W.MISNER,
K.S.THORNE, J.A. WHEELER[S]) are applicable in the form:

drr = p(dx-Vdq)

= dY'e,

dp = B(dq-V.dX/"')
dX : dXoeo

g = (L-Vz 7"zy-'t,

dq = 4*toJ

dp = dytol.

From this we will obtain:

dYId P 
= 

ff#*+tr 
;lJil;i' et / c' )

€ [v.[ax/dp]

Tangent_vector ( dX/aq ) in {X'} has to be translated by the constant velocity {V} in
order to get transformed into ( dY/dp ) of {Y'}. Because of:

the trajectory_ structures in {X"} and {Y'} therefore will be similar. Stability of both
structures must be the same as their topology as well.

4.r--z--s--)/', -? -i,-
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4. Transformation of linear Structures in curved Spacetime"

Next we consider a surface ( S ) in curved spacetime formed by a congruence of time-
like geodetic_curves ( C ). By a congruence of curves we understand a family of lines with
the property, only one of them passes through a point of ( S ).

Within this set of curves for unforced, suspended motions of masses in curved space-
time we start our consideration with points ( P ) ot ( C1 ) and ( W ) on ( C' ) and keep in
mind an additional curve ( C, ) beyond ( C'). We specify a second congruence of orbits
running more or less perpendicular to the geodetic-curves ( C ). One of these orbits ( O )
startingfrom ( P ) on ( C, ) passes at adistance ( öo ) through ( W ) and keeps further
runningthrough ( Q ) o" ( C, )

In addition atensor_field ( T*o(,t) ) is introduced between ( C1 ) and ( C, ) changingwith
itsposition(u)inspacetime.Arelationbetween(f*(P))and(T"'(W))isobtainedby
a so called infinitesimal transportation of ( T"b(P) ) by dragging (or active transforming)
italong (öo)into (W)as (T"b(W)o ) andcompareitsubsequentlywith (T"o(\M) ). For
(P)and(W)wemaywrite:

(P:x:{xo}) A (W:w-{w'})

and in point ( P ) we have avector ( ! ) tangential to orbit ( O )t

! - dxldo.

We assume, that the distance between (P ) and (W ) is small enough for:

w = x*öo.! + 0w"flxb = ö"u+öo.(ät"/?xb).

The relation ( T"b(P) ---+ T"b(W)" ) ir the contravariant tensor_field is then given by:

T"o(*)o = (0w" f 0x")(0wb /?xo)t"o(r)
_ [ö""+öo(ät" / 0*')1[öbo+öo(ötb/axd)]T"d(x)

: T.o(x)+

l(7t" / 0 x")T"b(x) + ( ätbl axd)T"d(x)l öo+

(0t" / 0x") (a* / ax\T"d(x) öo2

and thus( T"o(P) ) and ( T"o(W)o ) must be of same type and order. The same will be true
for(T'b(W)o)and(T*(W))becauseLlE-derivationof(T"b(x))withrespectto(!)is
(e.g. due to R.D'INVERNO[7]) built by:

Lt = limu"-o{[T'o(*)-T"o(w)"]/öo]

where the subtracted tensors must be comparable. Therefore, as a first result we obtain
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so far, type and order of tensor ( T*(P) ) will be preserved in ( T"o(W) ) when it becomes
infinitesimally transported in the just described way.

The distance between ( C, ) and (Crl may be bridged by a sequence of infinitesimal
transportations of the specified type from ( W ) of ( C' ) via ( C" ) into ( Q ) of ( C, )

We can extrapolate from preceding discussions, that type and order of ( T"b(P) ) step by
step must be preserved in ( T*(Q) ).

The tensors ( T"b(e) ) and ( T"o(Q) ) now will become (2.2)-matrices:

C'

T"o(P)

T"o(Q)

T"o(*) -- Il(x)
T"o(y) : [il(y)

IID{

=a
during the following discussions. The coordinate-systems ( {"'} ) and ( {Vt} ) in general
are different from each other and relations:

dyr = (äy'/Ex')dx"

must hold between them under the conditions:

s"o(x)[dx"/dq][dxb/dq] = | _ sü(y)[av'/ap]ldyolap],

with ( g"o(x), gj*(y) ) are the metric-tensors at the spacetime-positions (x ) and ( y ),
where:

(q_ *tol) A (p = ytor)

are the appropriate eigentimes on ( Ct ) and ( C2 ). Eigenvalues of ( F ) and ( Q ) are
obtained from their characteristic equations:

det(F-\)=0 =1pt1rl-x).(Pp'r-\)-Prtzlptzrl
\r,z _ rTrlplttl+plzzl)aL/zl(Ptl1l+Pt22l)2-4(Pttrlptzzl-Pl12lPt21l)]v'?

= t/ztr (P) *Yz[tr(e) 2-adet(P)] %

and:

det(Q-p)=0 =(Qi"r-p).(Qt"r-p)-Qttzlqtzrl
*t,z : 7z ( Qril+Q t"t) * r/zf(qllll+Qt22l 

) 
2-4(Qlltrqt22l 

-Qtl'?lQt211 )] 
%

- t/ztr (Q) *t/z[tr(Q)'?-4det(Q)] %.

Between ( F ) and (Q ) the following relations are valid:

e'j = lozt /oyll az: /ayblP"b.

From:

{dy' : (äy'l0x')dx"} A {s"o(x)[dx'/dq][dxo/da] = 1 = s*(y)[dy'ldp][dyk/dp]]

6
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we will obtain:

dyo = [Eyq/äxP]dxp
dyjdyu = [?yr / ax"]l ayk / axbldx"dxb

dxudxb = (dq)'do(")
dy'dyu = (dp)'d*(v)

(dp)'du(y) - [7yr / ax"]l ayk / axbl(de)'S'(x)
(dpldp)'du(y)S"o(") = l?yr / Ax"ll}yk / ?xbl

and thus will get from above:

Qo = (dpldq)'du(y)g"o(x)P"0.

With these preparations some of the planar orbit_structures from above can be
investigate with regard to their stability-behavior during transformations in curved
spacetime.

4.1. Bifurcätion of a Fixpoint in curved Spacetime.

From discussions of P.G.BAKKER[1] we know, that the linearized orbit_structures
near a planar sink in an appropriate reference- frame:

x _ {xt1],)1tzt1

on geodetic-line ( C1) can be expressed by the following equation:

dx/dq = PX

where the eigenvalues of the (z.z)_matrix ( F ) obey the following conditions:

hr*\rl A [Im(\r,\r)-O] A h1.\2>01 A [\r+xr<0].

The eigenvalues are obtained from the characteristic equation as:

L/ztr(P)+L/z{tr(F)2-4det(tr)}v' = Xr,z

and therefore:

\r+\,
must hold, as well:

\r. \z
det(tr)

pl12Jpi211 ? 0 + pllzJlptzrJ ? 0

as:

Im(\1, \2) _ 0 .+ tr(tr)2-+det(F) = [Pt11]+Pt221]2
_ 4pttt)p lzzl g 4p ltzlp lz tl

= 1ptl1r)2+2P1111P1221+(Pi11l)2

-4p 
tr rJ p tz 2l q 4plrz)pl2tl
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= (Pt11r)2-2Pt11lPi22l+(PI11l)2
a4pltzlpl2tl

: (PIrrJ-Ptzz)lz y4P|tzlPtz

From the last condition, we finally may follow:

(Pt11l -Pt22l ; 
zl4ptrzlptzrl

The matrix ( F ) on geodetic_line ( Cr ) will be transformed by a series of infinitesimal
transportations into matri* ( Q ) of the same type and order on geodetic_line ( C, ). Thus
in a reference_frame:

Y = {Ytll,Yt2l}

a vector_field ( QY ) can be defined whose tangential_field in each point is given by:

dY/dp = QY,

the relation between ( Y ) and ( QV ) can be visualizedin the following way:

If the matrix ( Q ) gets real eigenvalues ( lrt,p, ) with different signs:

Fr'Fz

then due to P.G.BAKKER[1] the sink from ( {X[rl,ltzl} ) must have been converted into
an unstable saddle in ( {YI1l,YI2i} ) on its way from ( C. ) to ( C2 )

That this may happen under conditions from above, will be shown subsequently.
From matrix (Q ) one gets:

p = 7z[tr(Q)*{tr(Q)'z-4det(Q)}%]

trLt trLz -- T+ltr(Q)2 -tr(Q)2+4det(Q)l

and thus one obtains:

det(Q) = qtrrlqtzzl-qtrzlqlzrJ

r,I,z (a"'r)
-. 

+/l\\/
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Because of the general relations:

qu = (dplde)rdu(y)g"o(*)p"o

between ( Q ) and ( tr ) holds and the followingdue to R.D'INVERNO[7] is valid:

[(goo: goo)

one may conclude:

det(Q) 
: ä;:;;;qrzqzrr

{st'r(y)s12rr(y)_ [gttrr(v)] 
r]

{gr''r(")P|'']+g,,,,(*)Pt221+gnzr(l)[pt',r+PI,'1]}<

This can obviously be fulfilled, if:

{gt11r(y)gt2'r(y)-[gtt'r(y)]'> 0] A {Ptrzl-uptzrrs 0} A {grrrr(*)Prtt'+g,rr,(r;ptzzl2 o}

{gt11r(y)gl2'l(y)-[glt'r(y)]t < 0] A {Pt12l+Pi21, t o} A {grrrr(")ptttl+grrrt(";pizzr> o}.

According to HARTMAN-GROBMAN, for a saddle_point of:

dY/dP _ QY

with:

Re(pr,pr) + o

no topological change of the trajectory_structure will be observed, if a smooth non_
linearity is added to the equation. The flow may become different if compared to the
undisturbed case, but its main properties will be preserved. Thus singular points or closed
curves will remain objects of same kind or two points ( Yr ) and ( Y, ) of the same curve
will again be parts of its picture_curve. Therefore we assume, to the linear system:

dY/dP _ QY

is added:

ef(Y) <= [e € R , f(Y) = differentiable ]

which will change the system into the nonlinear one:

dY/dp = QY +ef(Y).

The singular point ( Yo ) of the latter system:

QYs+ef(Yr) = 0 + Yo = -€Q*1f(Yo).

for:

e

will keep the topology of the linear system unchanged. According to the HARTMAN-
GROBMAN theorem:

[dY/dp =: AI k [dY/dp = QY+ef(Y)]

will have equivalent orbit-structures from a topological point of view with the same
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eigenvalues(Fr,lrz)forthematrices(Q+ef1V;)and(A).Inaspecificcasefor:

q<= Z =Y-Yo
a l_dimensional component of deviations from ( Yo ), the dynamical equation:

dq/dp _ -kq-krq3
may become valid, its solution is then obtained as:

v(q) : -kq-krq3 € [k

which schematically can be drawn as:

Stable points at (qr ) and ( q, ) of (V(q) ) will coexist *itft tf," unstable saddle at ( q:O )
and in essence, the former sink from the original linear structure bifurcates into an
unstable saddle with additional stable points.

Thus one may finally conclude, as far as certain conditions for:

P,g"o(x),gt:(Y)

are fulfilled in curved spacetime, a linear stable fixed-point can bifurcate into an
unstable fixed_point with additional stable points. Because no kind of affine mappings
afterwards will make the structures on ( Ct ) and ( C2 ) matching again, this kind of
bifurcation causes a significant topological change from original and to final structure.

4.2. H0PF_Bifurcation in curved Spacetime.

From discussions of P.G.BAKKER[1] we know again, that specific stable fixed-points
linearly approximated in a plane may have a JACOBIAN*matrix ( F ) with conjugate-
complex eigenvalues:

\ = tl.,+it,:

\2 _ $-iur

and negative real- parts:

$

If a spacetime-transformation of the fixed-point from reference-frame ( {Xtrl,ltzt} ) ot
geodetic-curve ( C, ) into reference-frame ( {Yt1l,YI2l} ) on geodetic-curve ( C, ) causes:

n"(p(Q)) ---+ > 0

to cross the imaginary axis, then due to H.HAKEN[7] an oscillation starts. In other
words, a former fixed_point on ( C1 ) bifurcates into a cyclic motion on ( C2 ), a so called

10
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HoPF_bifurcation takes place

In order to get insight to the mechanism, we start 
"orrriaurirrg,

xr,z = 7z[tr(tr)+{tr(P)2-4det(F)}v']

$ = tr(P)
ti2 =  det(tr)-tr(P)'

= 4plrrlptzzJ-4plrzlpizrl

- ( P tt 
rt 

; 
z 

- 2 Pt71)Pt2 
21 

- (Ptzzt lz

= 2PlrrlPl22l-4Pltz)Plzt)

-(Ptrtl;z- (Ptzztlz

= -4Pl]21Pl2t)
- 1 

p t1 1l 
) 

2 + 2pttttptzz) - (ptzzt lz

= _.4pLrz)ptz1l-(pt11l-pt22l)2

pt12lpi211

After the transformation we expect for matrix ( Q ),

% [rr(Q ) *{tr(Q)'?-4det(Q) }%]

qtrrlaqtzzl > 0.

Because general relations:

e'i = (dp/dp)rs'j(y)g"o(*)p"0,

are applicable between ( F ) and ( Q ), we will further obtain:

tr(Q) = (dpldq)'
{stttr(y)+gtt'r(y)}
{gr''l(*)Pt11]+gtzzt(X)Pt22]+8rrzr(x)[pi',r+PI,'r]}>

We know, a metric is always represented by a symmetric and positive_definite tensor,
therefore:

grttr(y)+giDr(y)

is always valid. If the combinations between ( S"o(y) ) and ( P"n ) are appropriately be
chosen from the alternatives above, it becomes possible to get:

gr,,r(y)PI.']+gr,,r(y)Pi',]+gt,,t(y)[Pt12]+Pt21]]>

-h

_ 'tD+it l

Vt,z

t'(Q)
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Thus finally we may resume, a transformation in curved spacetime may cause transitions

tr(tr)

and therefore a HoPF_bifucation of a fixed_point in linearized structure will be possible.
Because the cycle resulting from the appropriate transformation can be contracted by

affine mapping to a single point in the trajectory_structure, a HOPF_bifurcation will not
change the topology of the original structure.

4.3. Bifurcation of a Cycle in curved Spacetime.

If in a linearized planar structure in a reference-frame ( {Xt1l,Xt2l} ) on geodetic curve
( Ct ) will enclose a center with a stable closed curve, the JACOBIAN-matrix ( F ) of the
appropriate dynamic system will have - according to P.G. BAKKER[I] - pure
imaginary eigenvalues ( X1,\2 ):

Re(X1, \2) = 0

\.xz
Eigenvalues again are obtained from the characteristic equation in its general form:

_ptr2lpt2rl

+ tr(tr) - PirrlaPtzzJ = 0

+ -1Pi11)2-Pl12lPt21l
.+ -Ptr2lPt211

+ prrzllpt2rJ z 0.

The eigenvalues of ( Q ) -ty generally be written as:

tr(Q)/2+i{det(Q)-tr(Q)2 /4}'hl = Vt,z

qtrrlaqlzzl - Sp(e)
qtrrlqizzl_ qtrzlqtzrl = det(e).

If the transformation of ( F ) into ( Q ) will result in:

tr(Q)

then - according to H.HAKEN[7] - a former stable cycle on geodetic curve ( C1 ) has
bifurcated into an unstable cycle on ( C2 ) associated with other stable cycles

As we already know, between ( F ) and (Q ) relations:

Q'i = (dp/de)'S'j(y)g"o(*)P"0,

must hold and therefore we may further write:

tr(P) /2+i{det(tr)-tr(v)2 /+}% = Xr,z

ti{det(F)}% = \',,
det(F)
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tr(Q) = (dp/dg)'{gtttl(y)+gt"r(y)}{snr,(x)P1111+gr22r(x)Pt2'l+g,rr,(r) [Pt12]+Pt211l]

= (dp/dp)'{gtttr(v)+gtzzt1t111etttl[g,rr,(x)-grrrr(x)]+grrz1(x) [Pt12r+Pt21]l]

Taking in mind again, that metric is always a symmetric tensor with positive-definite
components, whose values at ( x ) and ( y ) can be chosen according to the conditions
above, and with the proper restrictions for ( tr ), one will obtain:

grttr(y)+gLrr1(y)

8r'r(x)-g rrr(x)
ptrzlapt2rl

and this finally results in:

tr(Q)

This makes it obvious, a transformation from ( Cr ) to ( C2 ) in curved spacetime may
cause a stable cycle of a linear structure to bifurcate into an unstable cycle with
simultaneous generation of other stable cycles. Because each sample of cycles created by
the appropriate transformation can be contracted through affine mappings onto one

cycle again, this kind of bifurcation will not change the topology of the original structure.
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5. Summary.

From the group of dynamical systems specified by a first order time_derivation of the
space_variable in a nonlinear field, which normally is explicitly dependent on the space-
and time_variable, we extracted in a first step the class of autonomous ones. A system of
this type has a field*function, which is no more explicitly time_dependent what leads to
its solution_structure as depending on the space_variable only. Next we concentrated on
those autonomeous systems, which have planar orbit_structures containing fixed-point
solutions andf or cycles both constant in time as the flows surrounding them as well.
Field_functions of the dynamical system may be linearized for small deviations from
the just mentioned objects in good agreement with the original, nonlinear ones by
expanding them into TAYLOR_series and neglect all terms of higher than linear order.
Afterwards these structures were tested whether they change stabilities of their fixed
points andf or cycles and probably their topologies as well during transformations in
spacetime.

In cases where environments are transformed between reference-frames bounded to
geodetic curves in flat spacetime (so_called inertial-frames), the original and final
structures keep similar and thus do not change topology, as long as they move relatively
to each other slower than speed of light.

However, if linear structures between suspended frames on different geodetic curves in
a curved spacetime are transformed, stabilities of fixed-points or cycles may change
and the topologies of their orbit_flows as well. These factual situations we have
demonstrated by three typical examples:

In the first one it could be shown, that a sink may possibly convert into a saddle
while new stable points are generated simultaneously. The topology of the flow-
structure changed during this bifurcation because afterwards no affine mappings
could match the image-flow with the original one again.

By another example could be shown, how during spacetime-transformation a stable
fixed_point may convert to a cycle in performing a so called HoPF-bifurcation. In
contrary to the former example, this operation will not change the topology of the
orbit_structure.
Finally it became obvious by a further example, that during a spacetime-
transformation an initially stable cycle can convert to an unstable one and give rise
simultaneously for the creation of further stable cycles. Again no change in topology
between the original_ and image structure will occur, because simple contraction
may cause them to match again.
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